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In March 1994, and in 'coming of age' as Director of the College of Music, I look back over an eventful stewardship with feelings of pride which beget humility, but above all with affection and gratitude; for who could fail to be thankful for the opportunity to serve the cause of music education in our capital city, and how could such service be performed without love, both for its subject and for its people. Who could ever have predicted that from a Dublin Corporation decision, more than a century ago, to vote the sum of £300 to provide "musical instruction at moderate charges, in a Municipal School of Music", an artistic edifice of truly national significance would evolve?

In the pages that follow, individual and collective effort is painstakingly sketched in a patchwork of fact mixed with anecdote and humour in a way which should fascinate any reader with an interest in the history of music education in Ireland. In a way mirroring the process of musical composition itself, the College has grown from a tiny seed of concern for the inculcation of musical skills, to a full spectrum of provision, developed and constantly recapitulated through five generations. Above all the College's concern to promote applied skills, and to find the perfect balance between performing and academic pursuits in music, has produced a new generation of musicians who can contribute to the artistic life of the nation over the entire gamut of experience. It is not inappropriate to single out College achievement in obtaining for practical musicians a recognition, at degree level, of their profession; the close collaboration with Trinity College in this respect is a valued enrichment. Cultural collaboration with the Academic College of the Moscow Tchaikowsky State Conservatory is a feature of international activity which will find the College Choral Society performing in the Russian capital and in its prestigious halls in coming weeks. Yes, a century of effort in the provision of music education has had dramatic fruits which would have been unthinkable even two decades ago. For sixty-two of those years the unfailing support of the City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee was the mainstay of College enterprise and should be acknowledged with gratitude.

The absorption of the College of Music in the giant Dublin Institute of Technology has been grasped as an opportunity, not only to benefit from cross-fertilisation by artistic and technological activity within the Institute, but, in return, to enhance its involvement in the humanities, without which its potential and its 25,000 students would be seriously impoverished. The most significant development from DIT, and one that may yet prove epochal in its impact on the artistic life of the Irish people, is the recent announcement that the Institute is to sponsor a long overdue major National Debate on the future of music education in the state. The words of the late Victor Zuckerkandl catch the current mood of expectancy in the College with exquisite intensity and prophetic challenge:

... music is a miracle ... What miracle wants of us is not that we, as thinking beings, shall capitulate to it, but rather that we shall do justice to it in our thinking ... it is our duty to think about it. The purpose is not a rationalisation, a setting aside of the miraculous. Thought that is true to its subject does not annul miracles. It penetrates the fog around them; it brings them out of the darkness into the light.

In thanking all those whose names are associated with the story of the College here sketched, and in particular Jim Cooke and Dr Ita Beausang whose tireless efforts cannot be too highly praised, let us hope that the sequel will bring us into ever closer intimacy with the musical aspirations of our people and allow the miracle of music to reenact itself constantly to their benefit.

Frank Heneghan
Director
DIT College of Music
This history began as a project for the Centenary of the Municipal School of Music (College of Music, Dublin), 1890–1990, to celebrate a hundred years of music. In the last chapter Mr Frank Heneghan, Director of DIT College of Music, brings the story right up to date.

In the interviews with many people who were either teachers or pupils I found a great pride and fond memories of their associations with the College. I wish to thank the numerous people who assisted me in my research by lending me photographs, old and new prospectuses, and concert programmes.

Mr Lindsay Armstrong, of the Royal Irish Academy of Music, assisted me with the early records of the Municipal School of Music, while it was under the aegis of the RIAM. The descendants of many teachers and public figures provided me with records and memorabilia from the early years. Luckily the Minutes of the City of Dublin Technical Schools and later of the City of Dublin Vocational Committee are complete; these were my main sources of information.

Mr Frank Heneghan encouraged me and enabled the work of the history to proceed.

Dr Ita Beausang was a constant source of support and assistance, and facilitated the completion of the project over a number of years. Very many of the past and present teachers – and here I may especially mention Miss Nancy Calthorpe in her 80th year – gave me every assistance and co-operation.

Particular thanks are also due to Mr Jimmie Robinson for processing many photographs from the archives, and to Mr Kevin Roche for reading the manuscript and for his helpful comments. Finally I wish to thank Mr Tom O'Connor, Curator of the Dublin Civic Museum, the staff of Head Office CDVEC, and the members of the College clerical staff who worked on the typescript at different stages of the work.

The history will, I hope, serve as a proud record of the College and can be added to in years to come. From very humble beginnings the College has grown to its present stature, and the years of effort for the cause of music deserve to be celebrated.

Jim Cooke
March 1994.